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Summary
In this e-book, ERNI presents five recipes for a better Software Quality Assurance in your
company. All the content here is based on in real projects delivered by ERNI QA team
and on trainings created by the ERNI QA Community, an open community were our team
and external people share knowledge and best practices.
This e-book is targeted to IT QA Engineers/Geeks/Leads. CIO’s, IT Directors and QA
managers might find interesting information to deep dive in some areas.
The purpose of this document is not stating an absolutely and unique way to do things,
but to share positive experiences that worked out for us. Each recipe has an individual
value by itself. However, a combination of all of them will let you build a much bigger asset
regarding success in testing solutions.
This eBook does not only contain recipes but also
 Code Snippets
 A testing framework, downloadable from Git Hub
 Tools like Appium, Sauce Labs or Specflow
 Code snippets, solutions, web examples
 …and much more

The five recipes
In this document, you will see the five recipes below:
 Recipe One: Building a Gherkin
 Recipe Two: Understanding a Test Framework
 Recipe Three: Cross-platform mobile testing with Appium
 Recipe Four: Sauce Labs, landing on cloud testing tools
 Recipe Five: Building a pipeline for Testing Continuous Integration
Along with these recipes, the document identify the business value they bring so you can
link the recipes with the benefit these could bring to your organization.
 Business Value One: Testing software with a business language
 Business Value Two: Escalation, Time to Market, Maintainability and
Changeability
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 Business Value Three: Sustainable testing coverage for the entire mobile
ecosystem
 Business Value Four: Speed up and reduce costs for user interfaces testing
 Business Value Five: High quality code, high quality solutions

Resources
Recipes will need some resources and tools.
Tool
Visual Studio

Description
ALM and IDE development tool
https://www.visualstudio.com/

Specflow

Open Source port from Cucumber to .NET
http://specflow.org/

Selenium

Tool for browser automation
http://www.seleniumhq.org/

Appium

Testing Automation tool for mobile apps
https://appium.io/

Sauce Labs

Cloud tool for mobile and app cross platform testing
https://saucelabs.com/

In addition to these tools, code snippets and a testing framework is available on Git Hub:
https://github.com/BarcelonaQACommunity/EDD2017
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Recipes structure
For each one of the recipes, you will find the same article structure
 Business value
□

Targeted to all audience in order to understand what value brings the recipe,
what business gap meet.

 Overview
□

Targeted to CIOs, IT Directors and QA Managers to understand the
functional and technical context, the ration of the recipe

 Recipe
□

Targeted to QA Managers, QA Engineers and QA Geeks, with examples and
code snippets

 Conclusions
□

Learnings, targeted to all audience

□

Targeted to understand the maturity level of your organization and to
identify potential next steps.
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This eBook has been written by ERNI QA Team in Spain. Our QA Team in ERNI contributes
not only to deliver solutions to our customers but also to share knowledge with the
community, like in the Barcelona QA Meetup:
https://www.meetup.com/es-ES/Barcelona-QA-Meetup/

Contact ERNI: https://www.betterask.erni/
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First recipe: Building a Gherkin
Business Value: Testing software with a business language
See below a list of relevant items that will bring you value when testing with business
language:
 Business ensures a software solution/product covers their expectations.
 Business knows the actual behavior of a software solution under construction.
 Business is able to understand and approve the product backlog.
 Development teams are able to explain to Business what they are building.
 Business and Development teams have a common language of what the tests
defined are actually validating.

Overview
A typical root cause of defects in a software development are misunderstandings between
business people and development team. They talk different languages, business people has
a huge knowledge about the client needs, best usages, product specs and so on but they
don’t know so much about how to develop applications. It is just the opposite for
developers.
Some tools, like Gherkin, remove some barriers that usually affect in the way the software
under construction is explained, by describing what the software does and does not. From
the development side, it allows to list in a common language what they have done. From
the business side, it creates a channel to understand and approve what are going to be part
of the product backlog as new features of the application.
For each implemented feature, there is one or multiple tests to prove the feature does what
is supposed to do and does not what it is not supposed to do. Those tests are written in a
natural language so no technical knowledge is required to write this first phase of the tests
definition. As a side effect, any team member could write tests, in a collaborative way with
business people.
Each statement written in a Gherkin represents a step in a test case that can be automated
using a programming language. Below you can see and standard workflow
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Gherkin has a specific way to be written in order to simplify and cover the test structure
that is composed by pre-conditions, actions and expected results.
Those 3 elements compose the baseline of a test and they are represented by Gherkin
through the following words:
 GIVEN: It represents the pre-conditions of a single test. This statement could be
used multiple times in the same test.
 WHEN: It is the action under test. Usually it is recommended to have just one
WHEN statement in a test in order to make it easier to find the root cause in case the
test fails.
 THEN: All expected results are represented through this word. As the GIVEN word,
it can be used to be multiple times in the same test in case you have more than one
expected result.
A single sentence in Gherkin implements an atomic block of functionality. It could be used
from any test case in any element (given, when, then) needed. This minimizes the
maintainability costs and it increase the reusability of the test steps.
This approach, as any other, requires some good practices to avoid a headache for those
who are going to maintain the test suite.
Below there is an example of a wrong implementation. Should we need to do the same with
a different browser, we have to create another statement.
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Given the user opens the Internet explorer
This example is using an entire statement describing word by word what it needs to do.
Instead, the name of the browser could be a parameter. That way multiple browsers could
use the same statement.
Another common example is the repetition of scenarios where all of them are testing the
same functionality whereas the only thing that changes are the inputs and outputs.

Instead, Gherkin offers Scenario Outline that allows you to create a single scenario that
uses a table as input and output data.

Recipe: Building a Gherkin
Ingredients
 Business requirements
 Gherkin language (Specflow)
 Visual Studio

Directions
For this recipe, we will create the negative scenarios about the login process of the web page
www.phptravels.com

1. Identify scenarios per feature
First, we must understand what the feature does, from both technical and business
perspectives, according to the type of test we want to create (black box test, integration,
UAT…).
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According to the business requirements:
 Happy path is done by introducing the username, the password and pressing the
login button and the page is load with the user’s page.
 For the negative paths, we have more than one and we need to validate:
□

Correct user and wrong password  no login (error description)

□

Incorrect user and wrong passw;ord  no login (error description)

□

Empty user and wrong password  no login (error description)

□

Incorrect user and empty password  no login (error description)

□

Correct user and empty password  no login (error description)

2. Use an agnostic language to define the actions
In our case, we can define four actions to perform the test.
 Go to the page. This action is agnostic enough.
 Input the fields. This action is agnostic enough
 Click the login button. This action is generating some platform dependencies
because while in PC it is clear enough, in a mobile environment it should be
something different because clicks cannot be done.
 Validate error message
Therefore, in order to improve the action related with the login button, we must use
something like select/press that is not specific to a single platform. This way we can
avoid dependencies.

3. Given, When, Then - Arrange, Action, Assert (3 steps)
Now we have the actions defined, we write the first test, for the scenario of:
Correct user and wrong password  no login (error description)
First, we define the name of the test:
Scenario: Log in the web page using a correct user and wrong password
Then, the Given action, to prepare the environment, , also now as Arrange phase:
Given the user navigates to www.phptravels.com/login”
Now we write the actions of the test. Since we do more than one action, we use “And”
to clarify the lecture. This phase is called Action.

When the user inputs the username “username_correct”
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And the user inputs the password “wrong_password”
And the user presses the login button
Finally, we need to validate the test result. This is done in the phase called Assert.
Then the webpage displays the error message: “User and/or password are incorrect”
So merging all the individually steps, we have the following:
Scenario: Log in the web page using a correct user and wrong password
 Given the user navigates to “www.phptravels.com/login”
 When the user inputs the username “username_correct”
 And the user inputs the password “wrong_password”
 And the user presses the login button
 Then the webpage displays the error message: “User and/or password are
incorrect”

4. Multiple inputs and outputs - Scenario outline
After building the first case for that feature, we noticed that all the cases were going to
be similar and that only the inputs and the error message changed between them.
Therefore, instead of doing 5 Scenarios, we will adapt the scenario so it is a scenario
outline, in order to optimize the effort and the maintainability in the future.
First, we change the title of the scenario to a one more generic:
Scenario Outline: Log in to the webpage – Negative pathsWe have to adapt the actions to pass the values instead of write them in the action. To
do that, we replace the values with a simple name surrounded by “<>”:
When the user inputs the username <username>
The user inputs the password <password>
Then the webpage displays the error message: <error_message>
Finally, we define a table where each row represents each test case and the columns the
parameters.

Example:
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| username
| “user1”
| “user_0”
| “”
| “user_0”
| “user1”

| password
| “123456”
| “123456”
| “123456”
| “”
| “”

| error_message |
| “Username and/or password are incorrects”|
| “Username and/or password are incorrects”|
| “Username can not be empty”
|
| “Password can not be empty”
|
| “Password can not be empty”
|

As a result, we have built all the negative cases (5) using only one Scenario.

5. Tags
The last but not least step we have to do is adding tag or tags to the test case in order to
facilitate the runs and the traceability.
In our example, we should add a tag to define which module we are testing and whether
it is a nominal case, abnormal, or load tests.

The result of this recipe should look like this:
@module: login
@abnormal
Scenario Outline: Log in to the webpage – Negative pathsGiven the user navigates to www.phptravels.com/login”
When the user inputs the username <username>
And the user inputs the password <password>
And the user presses the login button
Then the webpage displays the error message: <error_message>
Example:
| username
| “user1”
| “user_0”
| “”
| “user_0”
| “user1”

| password
| “123456”
| “123456”
| “123456”
| “”
| “”

| error_message |
| “Username and/or password are incorrect”|
| “Username and/or password are incorrect”|
| “Username cannot be empy”
|
| “Password cannot be empy”
|
| “Password cannot be empy”
|
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Conclusions
Testing software with a Business language and implementing a tool that supports it, is a
useful approach in an environment when the team has contact with a businessperson and
both are willing to work together towards a better understanding of the software features.
The main purpose of this approach is to stablish a communication tool/channel to have a
common understanding of what the business needs are, and to provide visibility about
what is happening in the product.
For those cases where business is not present in the daily activities of the team, it is
recommended to reconsider whether the tool is helping or not. An incorrect usage of this
suite adds one more layer to maintain, raising the development and maintenance costs
without having any benefits.
Check here your company maturity level in this aspect:
Scullion

Chef

Master Chef

- Use Gherkin for organize
test suites.
- Reuse Gherkin steps.
- Write Gherkin based on
the business logic (avoid
implementation details).
- Use agnostic language.
- Used in one development
project without high
implementation.

- Reuse same Gherkin for
different test cases using data
driven strategies (Scenario
outline).
- Have an strategy (naming
convention) to avoid
replicate keywords for the
same business logic.
- Use tags to test cases
identification and
organization.
- Used in at least one
development project with
high expertise usage.

- Use Gherkin as a
communication tool.
- Define requirements
with Gherkin language.
- Develop product
defining the behavior first
(Behavior driven
development).
- High implementation in
the most of the
development projects
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Second recipe: Understanding a Testing
Framework
Business Value: Escalation, Time to Market, Maintainability and
Changeability
 Focus on customer/consumer satisfaction.
 React fast to business needs.
 Improve time to market for new features deployment.
 Build sustainable solutions from the maintenance cost point of view.

Overview
Sometimes companies need to rebuild entire software solutions because these are not built
in a sustainable way. It also happens that maintenance and change costs are much higher
than what was initially planned.
It often means that business requests take longer, so finally your product is neither fast nor
lean.
Quality assurance automation solves this problem. It ensures that, since the beginning,
you solution is going to be changeable and maintainable according to your expectations.
Investing in a solid test, automated architecture will prevent you to waste money and will
enable your product to be faster and leaner.
Usually, teams wonder before starting any automation questions like:
 Which environment would run the tests?
 Which programming language to use?
 Which platform will have to run the tests: web, mobile, desktop?
 Will it be integrated into a continuous integration pipeline?
 What level of detail is needed in QA reports?
Answering these questions is important. Nevertheless, the team needs to consider that the
requirements evolve during the development. Changes in software requirements, new
functionalities and migration to other environments are few examples of it.
When planning the test solution, flexibility and escalation are key. Otherwise, it will
become obsolete soon and the team will work in a chaotic environment, where making a
small change will probably mean a huge and boring effort.
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Below you can see a proposal for a Test Framework:

A test automation framework is split in different layers to separate the testing
responsibilities inside the project. The approach presented in this article contains 3
different parts:
 Business language
□

Collects business requirements and translate it to test steps.

□

It is flexible enough to allow the team to use Gherkin as the tool to create
test cases.

□

Integrates with unit test frameworks.

 Test implementation
□

Implements each step for a specific platform.

□

Integrates with open source frameworks and commercial tools.

□

It is flexible enough to allow the team to implement Page Object as a design
pattern.

 Interfaces and Containers
□

Links Business language with test implementation.

□

Controls the configuration used to execute the tests

 Others:
□

Depending on the project needs, we can implement in our solution as many
layers as we need. As an example, you can create a layer so you can deploy a
15
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database for each test case need, so that our code would still be modular and
scalable.

Recipe: Understanding a Testing Framework
Ingredients
 Web application
 Knowledge oriented language C#
 Gherkin language w/ Specflow
 Selenium
 Visual Studio

Directions
1. First Steps
We have to download first the following Project, built with the Test Framework
architecture, in order to start reviewing this architecture:
https://github.com/BarcelonaQACommunity/EDD2017
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We have prepared a testing web site in order to support the activities for this recipe. It
emulates a banking organization. With this project, we try to help you to understand
this architecture and all the artifacts that come with.
http://demo.guru99.com/V4/

Now we can open the Visual Studio project, seeing the project structure below
(described deeper in following sections).

2. Business language layer
We will firstly talk about the Business layer (folder “2 – User Stories” in our project).
In this layer, we describe features using Gherkin language as well as each one of the
steps that will do the functional calls.
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Open then the “Login” feature so we can see how a simple Gherkin is built:

Often, each feature is made by a specific functionality of our solution that, afterwards,
drift to the list of scenarios. A good practice here is writing the Gherkin language first,
for what needs to be tested, and later on, do the implementation. Each one of the
Gherkin steps implementation can be found in the folder “Steps” in our project.
See below the example of the step “The user logs with a valid user”.

This step is generated through a single method that call the object function
“HomePage” (explained later) sending user and password as arguments. This object can
be found in the beginning of the class and it is sent via dependency injection.
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You can now explore this web page and add more scenarios so you can understand
better, how the structure works.

3. Test implementation layer
So far, we have been exploring the test definition area and in this section we will see
the implementation part. Splitting the definition and the implementation allows test
not to depend to a unique implementation.
If you go to folde “1 – Page Object”, you can see it is split in different sections. As you
can see, there are two different implementations for the same definition. In this recipe
we will only see the case of “1.2 WebDriver Local”.
Firstly, we can go to PageObject.Factory.Contracts where we have the interfaces used
to abstract the implementation so that the test (business layer) is not dependent on
how the logic is built.
See an example on IHomePage.cs
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Each one of the implementations must have this interface since it is the one being sent
via dependency injection.
The implementation is built following the “Page Object” design pattern below.
http://www.seleniumhq.org/docs/06_test_design_considerations.jsp#page-object-designpattern
In this design pattern, each page is a class, each functionality is a method and each
object is a property.
If we open the class HomePage.Cs, we can see how the properties are made up. The
“FindsBy” tag helps us searching this property within our solution.
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In addition to the interface implementation described before, it also uses the
“PageObjectBase” class which is responsible for doing the SetUp with the Selenium
Web Driver.
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The constructor base is called as per bellow where we can find the WebDriver and the
initialization:

This setup can be found in the solution “PageObject.SetUpWebDriver”, where we can
find it for different web browsers (Firefox, Chrome, Internet Explorer …)
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4. Transversal layer
This layer is shared and there we will add all the shared logic, for example the section
about de dependency injection that will be used for building the containers.
We can go to “3 – Cross Layer” and open the class AutofacContainer.cs

Each one of the containers implements a different functionality (in these example we
can see two different types of functionalities) using the same interface so that the
implementation is not linked to the test (business layer). In order to inject the
container (as seen before) we have to add the following code in the “Steps” folder
classes:
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5. Execute
Last step is executing our tests so we have to compile the solution and later on, open
the “Test Explorer” window:

Select the Gherkin described on previous section “The user ‘mngr70164’ can login into
the home page in Login” and click on “run”.
***important: Web user expires every 20 days. Should the test fail, create a new user and
update the corresponding fields in the Gherkins.
Once executed, we check that everything run fine.
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Specflow generates a report and a log file:

Be aware that the framework implements a functionality that does an screenshot in the
case of a bug or fail.
And now…. It is time to spend more time with the framework on your own, adding
more test cases and new implementations.

Conclusions
A Testing Framework is a valuable tool in the case you need to build mid/long term
solutions. The investment is justified since it reduces time to market and costs so you can
release a new feature or fix an issue in your software solutions/products.
It is critical to design this framework so it is really speeding up developments and ensuring
the quality of the product. Otherwise, it becomes another expensive layer to maintain.
Check here your company maturity level in this aspect:

Scullion
- Separate business logic
from test implementation.
- Get result report in business
language.
- Used in one development
project without high
implementation.

Chef
- Inject test
implementation in test
execution time.
- Organize test cases by
features.
- Easy test configuration
from external
configuration files.
- Used in at least one
development project with
high expertise usage.
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Master Chef
- Compatibility with a
large catalogue of
platforms.
- Use page Object
patterns for test
implementation.
- Unify in a single test
solutions most of the
development projects.
- High implementation in
the most of the
development projects.
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Third Recipe: Cross-platform mobile testing
with Appium
Business Value: Sustainable testing coverage for the entire mobile
ecosystem
In the digital age, all companies are moving their applications, systems and web pages to
mobile. After some incipient years in the mobile world, some new challenging are arising
like cost of ownership and sustainability for mobile platforms. We really need to
understand how to take the most from it in the simplest and fastest way as possible.
This article brings a point of view focused on the product’s testability looking for solutions
to enable you and your company to build long term and testable mobile applications
without headaches.

Overview
As we all know, there are several operating systems on the mobile world and there are
several ways you can create/develop a mobile app.
In a world dominated by Android and iOS, nobody would ensure that we will have a new
platform in the future, a third one.
In this recipe, we are going to see a proposal so you are able add to your development
framework a testing framework with the maximum mobile ecosystem coverage and the
best time to market and costs.
Let us do a quick review of this ecosystem from the point of view of testing and quality
assurance point of view. This picture will let us understand the benefit that a cross-platform
testing approach brings us.
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Native apps
Nowadays there are two big players regarding mobile platforms in the market. Android and
iOS are responsible for 95% of the market share.

1. Android
Android was created by Andy Rubin, Rich Miner, Nick Sears and Chris White. At some
point, Google bought Android and they got to make it the most popular mobile
platform in the world.
It is an open source platform. It runs in most of the company's and personal
smartphones. Compared with iOS, the cost to build and publish an Android
application is low.
Google provides an entire development platform to develop and test applications built
for Android. It allows you to test your mobile application at unit level and UI level.
For UI level testing, Google created a smart framework called Espresso to make it easier
for android developers and testers.
Developing native applications is the best way to take the best from performance and
from all platform features. By doing that, and following the best practices created by
Google, you are going to have the best from an Android operating system and all its
peripherals.
Espresso handles Android elements and events much better than any other testing tool
given that Google makes both. Both are pretty well interconnected. It means that all
the code that you would need to create to handle “page changes” or “waiting elements
to appear in the screen”, is being eased and automated by Espresso.
For those who target Android platform only now and in the future, there is no doubt,
Espresso is the best choice. That is the best positive point and the worst at the same
time, exactly because Espresso works for Android only.

2. iOS
This is Apple’s operating system and runs exclusively in iPhones. It is a proprietary
platform. Would other manufacturers want to put iOS on their devices, Apple never
allows them.
This does not mean that it is not largely used nor a worth investment. We could say it
is the opposite. Apple has a large percentage in the mobile devices benchmark.
27
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In order to develop an application for iOS platform it is required
 To have a Macbook with MacOS. There you are able to use XCode to develop
the application.
 And to have XCTest to test the application.
Same as Google, Apple has a specific tool that allows the developers and testers to test
iOS applications. XC Test enables the testing levels needed in order to guarantee the
quality both in the technical and business areas.
Unit tests and UI tests are possible and easier for iOS applications when using XCTest
since iOS platform has a strong connection/integration with this tool.
For those who target iOS devices only, now and in the future, no doubt, it is highly
recommended to use XCTest for testing purposes.

Cross-platform apps
Even if it looks like a native app, it is not. Mobile web apps are just websites implemented
in a specific way that for the end user it works like a native app. This kind of application
usually work in all platforms, sharing biggest part of the implementation.

1. Ionic framework
Ionic is the most popular and used mobile web apps framework. It uses Cordoba
internally to build and deploy the applications
Ionic is a 100% free and open source framework, maintained by the worldwide Ionic
community. It is known as a cross-platform framework that allows developers to build
progressive apps that runs the same codebase in all platforms.
There are Ionic plugins that connects your web application natively with native device
features like Bluetooth, Fingerprint Auth, NFC, Network, etc.
Developers can develop mobile applications using web technologies like JavaScript,
HTML and CSS. It makes Ionic even more interesting because developers can take their
experience in web development to also mobile applications.
Testing a mobile web app is similar to testing a web page as both of them use the same
technologies.
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2. Xamarin
It is a Microsoft platform that delivers native mobile applications with the same
codebase, using interfaces provided by Microsoft that implements all feature devices
from all platforms.

Xamarin provides cross-platform mobile apps with native performance, something
that in theory is less achievable by using web apps.
C# is the language provided by Microsoft to develop mobile apps. It uses type inference
to provide safety in the code pattern. A part of C# as base language for building mobile
apps, it also allows developers to use Portable Class Libraries like SQLite, Json.Net and
ReactiveUI for all platforms.
For testing purposes, Microsoft also created Xamarin.UITest for Visual Studio.
Microsoft claims to be the fastest way to build test suites on Windows.
Xamarin Test Recorder claims to reduce the effort and time to created automated tests
for applications built using Xamarin implementation.

Testing with Appium
After seeing all of these options, and in the case your target is all platform and your plan is
to be ready for potential new ones, you might wonder, “How do we test it regardless the
way it was made?”

Appium provides test engineers with a single way to test any kind of application, regardless
how it has been built. This tool follows a philosophy based on the four statements below:
1. You should not have to recompile your app or modify it in any way in order to
automate it.
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2. You should not be locked into a specific language or framework to write and run
your tests.
3. A mobile automation framework should not reinvent the wheel when it comes to
automation APIs.
4. A mobile automation framework should be open source, in spirit and practice as
well as in name!
Appium allows you to create tests for multiple platforms, including iOS, Windows and
Android, using the same tool. It means you can reuse the tests created for one platform to
test the other platforms as well.
Does it works perfectly for all platforms?
It depends! In case you use a cross-platform framework or tool to build your mobile
application, your tests with Appium will work for all platforms. Considering that these
frameworks allow developers to use the same code to create the application cross-platform,
the test tool recognizes the elements in the same way.
Now, in case the application is developed for all platforms using the native tools, it will
probably cause some divergences among platforms. In this case, you still can use Appium,
but in this case, you need some specific implementation to each platform.

Recipe: Cross-platform mobile testing with Appium
Ingredients
 Mobile application
 Object oriented language knowledge:C#
 Gherkin language: Specflow
 Acceptance test tool: Appium
 Visual Studio

Directions
See below the steps of how to build a framework:

1. Implement the business layer implementation following Recipe 1
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2. Create interfaces for the page objects.
For each interface create the methods that you are going to use in your tests. These
interfaces are used in the business layer implementation. Usually the amount of page
objects created depends on the test architecture and the kind of application you going
to test.
The idea is to have one page object for every screen in the application or for every part
of the screen in case this is a reusable part.

3. Implement android factory
It the means that you need to create a class for every interface created in the step before
and implement it for the android page objects.
The implementation in this case is to fulfill the behavior of the interfaces with the web
elements mapped from the application and put it in the right order to perform the user
behavior through the code.
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4. Implement iOS factory same as done in the step before for Android

5. Create container
Create a container in order to connect the business layer implementation with the
interfaces implementation.
Use ContainerBuilder to connect the interfaces that the business layer is using with the
implementation you want to test now. Usually you have one container for every
platform and you enable the container regarding the specific platform you want to test.
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6. Execute it.

Conclusions
Cross-platform testing means now a significant aspect to consider if you want an escapable
and sustainable mobile app approach.
Check here your company maturity level in this aspect:
Scullion
- Test in different platforms
using different test cases.
- Used in one development
project without high
implementation.

Chef
- Same test case use
different implementation
to adapt to the target
platform
- Execute test cases in
virtualized test targets
- Used in at least one
development project with
high expertise usage.

Master Chef
- Same test case with shared
implementation.
- Execute test cases in real
test devices.
- High implementation in
the most of the
development projects.

Forth recipe: Sauce Labs, landing on cloud
testing tools
Business Value: Speed up and reduce costs for user interfaces testing
Test an application manually through the user interface is one of the most ancient test
technique: A squad of manual testers trying and retrying the application in all
environments along days or weeks.
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Definitely, it is a slow process that delays the delivery of the product.
In order to improve time to market and costs, software engineers were involved on the
quality assurance process. Their contribution was automating key test cases and build
systems so these can be launched in different environments. That was quicker but the costs
of create and maintain the required infrastructure raised significantly.
Evolution is cloud testing, It is a service that provides a secure environment to run your
test over a large combinations of browsers, operating systems, emulated devices and real
devices. Sold as “testing as a service”, these technologies bring you quality assurance
automation, paying only for the usage.
Furthermore, these technologies allow you to analyze results, get statistics and even watch
replays of your tests.

Overview
The risk of Building a complete test system that executes, collect and present results is not
a simple tasks. It requires time to develop and configure, time to invest in servers and
devices with the risks associated to any development (requirements missing, bugs,...).
Another risk is that, at the end of the project, this investment could be wasted because the
product might not be changed anymore.
Using a cloud platform is a good alternative because it is a stabilized solution; it has been
already developed and tested. This kind of platforms covers most of the testing
requirements and can be easily connected with the project-testing framework.
Another advantage is that the team pays per use so that the cost fits the product needs.
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Execution time is also a problem in some projects, even when the execution is automated.
The response time of the user interface, the detection of some elements and a few factors
more, create finally a bottleneck that prevents the test to reduce the execution time. How
to deal with that?
One asset of the cloud testing is the possibility to run tests in parallel. Each test is executed
in a different thread. The concurrency minimizes the time execution.
It is simple to configure the tool to run test in parallel but it is necessary to take care about
the reliability of the data used in the different tests. For instance, if the application shares
data in the database, different test cases writing and reading the same table could generate
inconsistencies.
Another challenge you face usually is about how many devices you reach or cover with
your testing. Using emulated devices is faster than use real devices, although emulated
devices do not show us the actual mobile response. Often, projects need a wide range of
devices to be tested on but finally due to budget and operational constraints only allow the
team to have a few real devices.
Cloud testing tools can help with that offering a complete catalogue of emulated devices
and real devices. Cloud tools come with an emulated and real devices catalogue, wide and
continuously updated/increased.
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Recipe: Sauce Labs, landing on cloud testing tools
Ingredients





Sauce Labs account
Visual Studio
Automated test suite
Application under test: Android

Directions
1. Upload an application to Sauce Labs.
Use this command to upload the mobile application you want to test to your Sauce Labs
account:
Windows
curl -u <sauce_username>:<sauce_access_key> -X POST -H "Content-Type:
application/octet-stream"
https://saucelabs.com/rest/v1/storage/<sauce_username>/<upload_filename>?overwrite=
true --data-binary @/<path/to/your_file_name>

Linux
curl -u <sauce_username>:<sauce_access_key> -X POST -H "Content-Type:
application/octet-stream"
https://saucelabs.com/rest/v1/storage/<sauce_username>/<upload_filename>?overwrite=
true --data-binary @<path/to/your_file_name>

2. Create a project in Visual Studio.
Enter in the Visual Studio online page and create a new project for you code, selecting
Git as repository system.
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3. Connect the project to your test source code.
Enter in the project you created and push the code you already have using the two
commands below:
git remote add origin https://appiumtesting.visualstudio.com/_git/MyFirstProject
git push -u origin --all
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4. Create your pipeline in Visual Studio Online to run your test suite.

5. Setup the container of the test suite to point to Sauce Labs.
In the Recipe 2 you have more details on how to do that.
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6. Run it through executing the build you just created.

7. Analyze results
Automated execution status

Execution re play
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Analytics

Conclusions
Cloud testing save costs by avoid building new server to test over different platforms and
devices. Therefore, Commercial cloud testing platforms are tested solutions that usually
fits product development needs.
Cloud testing save execution time by running test with parallel. Determine which test
could be executed at the same time and organize your test suites wisely will return results
faster.
Check here your company maturity level in this aspect:

Scullion

Chef

Master Chef

- Execute test cases
remotely in virtual devices.
- Execute tests manually on
the remote servers.
- Used in one development
project without high
implementation.

- Execute test cases remotely
in real devices.
- Rich reports with details,
screenshots and videos.
- Used in at least one
development project with
high expertise usage.

- Execute test cases
concurrently.
- Connect cloud reports
with the corporative
tracking tool.
- High implementation in
the most of the
development projects.
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Fifth recipe: Building a pipeline for Testing
Continuous Integration
Business Value: High quality code, high quality solutions
Software development is a complex task, especially when a whole team is working the same
product at same time. At this point, ensuring that quality is still high becomes a critical
issue even when the testing execution have been automated.
In this scenario, each piece of code developed is merged with the rest of the product code.
Then, this piece needs to be validated.
However, what happens if another new piece of code is merged at the same time? The
validation process should restart because it is not validating the latest version. If a bug
appear during the new validation process, how do we know if the bug was introduced by
the first, the second or a mix of both merges?
Continuous integration is a strategy to join code (even developed by different developers)
in a safe way and it helps to ensure a high quality code.

Overview
Remote repository & Control version tool
Remote repository is the space where the project code is stored. All team members are
linked to this repository with a control version tool. It provides information about how the
product is evolving during the development.

Automated test suite
Every test (at least the critical ones) ensuring the adequate behavior of the application,
must be automated. These test cases could belong to any level of test stack: Unit tests,
integration tests, system tests, acceptance tests, UI tests, API test and any test required to
ensure the quality.
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Pipeline
The pipeline is the core of continuous integration.
It defines the steps that the process follows in order to ensure that the quality is maintained
and it is maintained in the code remote repository. This process, these steps, is customized
for the specific needs of each solution/product so you often have multiple pipelines.

The pipeline can be implemented with a specific tool or through scripts. Next steps below
should be considered when you have to do so:
 Trigger: It defines when to start the integration process. It could respond to different
reasons like time schedule or change in the remote repository.
 Static code analysis: This is a test step. Some tools check if best practices are applied
in the development phase. Common issues detected by this kind of analysis are
optimization problems, uninitialized variables, code complexity, style standards
violations and code coupling.
 Compile/Build application: This step runs the code integration process. It compiles
the code; it generates the executables needed to launch the application.
 Tests over code: This step tests the code status without deploying it. This step targets
to ensure the quality on each module, individually, as well as all interactions
between them. It executes Unit tests and integration tests to check the expected
behavior and to get the coverage metrics. Not fulfilling coverage levels could be a
reason to fail on this step.
 Deploy application: Depending on the nature of the application, this step could
imply

different

things.

The

target

is

activating

all

needed

so

the

application/product/solution can be run: Servers, databases, application itself.
 Functional tests: Once the application is deployed, it is time to ensure that the
functionality is working properly. In this step, acceptance tests, UI tests and API
tests are executed.
 Non-functional tests: This step executes nonfunctional tests like performance tests
and load tests to ensure the application still working in the level of quality desired.
 Actions: Actions are customized for each project and depend on the previous steps
outcomes. Most common actions are re-execute a step, collect results and reject the
code changes.
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Recipe: Building a pipeline for Testing Continuous
Integration
Ingredients
 Visual Studio online
 Automated test suite
 Application under test: Android
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Directions
1. Log in Visual Studio Online

2. Create repository and add application under test (as explained in the fourth
recipe)

3. Define the workflow (pipeline)

4. Create workflow jobs
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5. Schedule jobs

6. Setup triggers

7. Execution.
8. Analyze status.
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Conclusions
Testing Continuous integration ensures that not only de development and deployment
process are integrated but also the whole Quality Assurance approach.
Testing Continuous integration is mandatory for big and/or long life solutions whenever
we want to have a good ration cost/benefit when enhancing and fixing it.

Scullion

Chef

Master Chef

- Use of control version tool
- At least one pipeline that
integrates the code and run
the tests.
- Analyze execution results.
- Used in one development
project without high
implementation.

- At least one pipeline
triggered by time schedule.
- Send automatically
results by mail.
- Used in at least one
development project with
high expertise usage.

- At least One pipeline
triggered by pull request.
- Automatic build
Accept/rejection based on
execution result.
- Generate automatically
test metrics.
- High implementation in
the most of the
development projects.
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